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Abstract. Deadlock analysis of multi-threaded programs with reentrant
locks is complex because these programs may have infinitely many states.
We define a simple calculus featuring recursion, threads and synchroniza-
tions that guarantee exclusive access to objects. We detect deadlocks by
associating an abstract model to programs – the extended lam model
– and we define an algorithm for verifying that a problematic object
dependency (e.g. a circularity) between threads will not be manifested.
The analysis is lightweight because the deadlock detection problem is fully
reduced to the corresponding one in lams (without using other models).
The technique is intended to be an effective tool for the deadlock analysis
of programming languages by defining ad-hoc extraction processes.
1 Introduction
Threads and locks are a common model of concurrent programming that is
nowadays widely used by the mainstream programming languages (Java, C#.
C++, Objective C, etc.). Most of these languages feature thread creations and
guarantee exclusive access to objects by means of synchronizations. In this model,
deadlocks are flaws that occur when two or more threads are blocked because
each one is attempting to acquire an object’s lock held by another one. As an
example, consider the following method
buildTable(x,y;n) = (newObject z)( if (n=0) then sync(y){ sync(x){ 0 } }
else (newThread sync(x){ sync(z){ 0 } })
buildTable(z,y;n-1)
)
where newObject z creates a new object (the class is omitted), (newThread P )
Q creates a new thread whose body is P (the class is again omitted) and running
it in parallel with the continuation Q, and sync(x){ P } is the operation locking
the object x and performing P . This method creates a table of n`1 threads – the
philosophers – each one sharing an object – the fork – with the close one. Every
philosopher, except one, grabs the fork on his left – the first argument – and
on his right – the second argument – in this order and then release them. The
exceptional case is the then-branch (n=0) where the grabbing strategy is opposite.
It is well-known that, when the method is invoked with buildTable(x,x;n), no
deadlock will ever occur because at least one philosopher has a strategy that
is different from the other ones. On the contrary, if we change the then-branch
into sync(x){ sync(y){ 0 } } a deadlock may occur because philosophers’
strategies are all symmetric. It is worth to notice that buildTable(x,x;0) is
deadlock-free because it just locks twice the object x, which is admitted in the
model with threads and locks – a thread may acquire a same lock several times
(lock-reentrancy).
In order to ensure termination, current analysers [4, 7, 1, 13, 19, 20] use finite ap-
proximate models representing the dependencies between object names. The corre-
sponding algorithms usually return false positives with input buildTable(x,x;n)
because they are not powerful enough to manage structures that are not statically
bounded.
In [10, 14] we solved this problem for value-passing CCS [16] and pi-calculus [17].
In that case, the technique used two formal models: Petri Nets and deadLock
Analysis Model – lams, which are basic recursive models that collect dependencies
and features recursion and dynamic name creation. In the pi-calculus analyser,
Petri Nets were used to verify the consistency of the communication protocol of
every channel, while lams were used for guaranteeing the correctness of the de-
pendencies between different channels. In particular, the corresponding algorithm
required a tool for verifying the reachability of Petri Nets that model channels’
behaviours (which has exponential computational complexity with respect to
the size of the net [12]) and a tool for analysing lams (which has exponential
computational complexity with respect to the number of arguments of functions).
In this paper we demonstrate that it is possible to define a deadlock analyzer
for programs with threads and (reentrant) locks by only using an extension of
lams. For example, the lam function corresponding to buildTable is 1
buildTablept, x, yq “ pν s, zqp py, xqt ` px, zqs N buildTablept, z, yq q .
The term py, xqt, called dependency, indicates that the thread t, which owns
the lock of y, is going to grab the lock of x. The operation “+” and “N” are
disjunction and conjunctions of dependencies, respectively. The index t of py, xqt
was missing in [10, 14]; it has been necessary for modelling reentrant locks. In
particular, px, xq is a circularity in the standard lam model, whilst px, xqt is not
a circularity in the extended lam model because it means that t is acquiring x
twice. Therefore, buildTablept, x, xq manifests a circularity in the model of [10,
14] and it does not in the extended model. A problematic lam in the extended
model is py, xqtNpx, yqs, which denotes that two different threads are attempting
to acquire two objects in different order. This lam gives px, xqX, which represents
a circularity.
Because of the foregoing extension, the algorithm for detecting circularities
in extended lams is different than the one in [10, 14]. In particular, while there is
a decision algorithm for the presence/absence of circularities in standard lams,
in Section 2 we define an algorithm that verifies the absence and is imprecise in
1 Actually, the lam function associated to buildTable by the type system in Section 4
has an additional name that records the last name synchronized by the thread t.
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some cases (it may return that a lam will manifest a circularity while it will not
be the case – a false positive).
We also define a simple object-oriented calculus featuring recursion, threads
and synchronizations that guarantee exclusive access to objects. (The method
buildTable is written in our calculus.) The syntax, semantics, and examples
of the object-oriented calculus are in Section 3. In Section 4 we define a type
system that associates lams to processes. Using the type system, for example, the
lam function buildTable can be extracted from the method buildTable. As a
byproduct of the type system and the lams, our technique can detect deadlocks
of programs like buildTable. For space constraints, the proof of soundness of
the type system is omitted: is is reported in the full paper 2. We discuss a few
weaknesses of the techniques in Section 5 and we point to related works and
deliver some concluding remark in Section 6.
Overall, the technicalities (the algorithm for lams, the syntax and semantics
of the calculus, the typing rules, and the type safety) illustrate many interesting
features of a deadlock analyser for a full object-oriented language, while remaining
pleasingly compact. In fact, this paper also aims at presenting a handy tool for
studying the consequences of extensions and variations of the constructs defined
here.
2 Lams and the algorithm for detecting circularities
This section extends the theory developed in [10, 14] to cover thread reentrancy.
In particular, the new definitions are those of transitive closure and Definition 3.
Theorem 1 is new.
Preliminaries. We use an infinite set A of names, ranged over by x, y, t, s, ¨ ¨ ¨ .
A relation on A , denoted R, R1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , is an element of PpA ˆA ˆA Y tX, ‚uq,
where Pp¨q is the standard powerset operator, ¨ ˆ ¨ is the cartesian product,
and X, ‚ R A are two special names. The elements of R, called dependencies,
are denoted by px, yqt, where t is called thread. The name X indicates that the
dependency is due to the contributions of two or more threads; ‚ indicates that
the dependency is due to a thread whose name is unknown.
Let
– R` be the least relation containing R and closed under the operations:
1. if px, yqt, py, zqt1 P R
` and t ‰ t1 then px, zqX P R
`;
2. if px, yqt, py, zqt P R
`, t P A Y tXu, then px, zqt P R`;
3. if px, yq‚, py, zq‚ P R
`, px, yq‚ ‰ py, zq‚, then px, zqX P R
`.
– tR1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Rmu Ť tR
1
1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , R
1
nu if and only if, for all Ri, there is R
1
j such that
1. if px, yqt P Ri, t P A , then px, yqt P R1j
`








with t P A ;








with t P A .
2 Available at http://cs.unibo.it/~laneve/papers/FM2018-full.pdf.
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– tR1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , RmuNtR11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , R1nu
def
“ tRi Y R
1
j | 1 ď i ď m and 1 ď j ď nu.
We use R,R1, ¨ ¨ ¨ to range over tR1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Rmu, which are elements of PpPpA ˆ
A ˆA Y tX, ‚uqq.
The names X and ‚ are managed in an ad-hoc way in the transitive closure
R` and in the relation Ť. In particular, if px, yqt and py, zqt1 belong to a relation
and t ‰ t1, the dependency obtained by transitivity, e.g. px, zqX, records that it
has been produced by a contribution of two different threads – this is important
for separating circularities, e.g. px, xqX, from lock reentrancy, e.g. px, xqt. The
name ‚ copes with another issue: it allows us to abstract out thread names
that are created inside methods. For this reason the transitive dependency of
px, yq‚ and py, zq‚ is px, zqX because the threads producing px, yq‚ and py, zq‚
might be different. The meaning of R Ť R1 is that R1 is “more precise” with
respect to pairs px, yq: if this pair is indexed with either X or ‚ in some R P R
then it may be indexed by a t (t ‰ X) in the corresponding (transitive closure)
relation of R1. For example t tpx, yq‚, py, zq‚, px, zqXu u Ť t tpx, yqt, py, zqtu u
and t tpx, xq‚u u Ť t tpx, xqt, px, xqt1u u.
Definition 1. A relation R has a circularity if px, xqX P R
` for some x. A set
of relations R has a circularity if there is R P R that has a circularity.
Lams. In our technique, dependencies are expressed by means of lams [14], noted
`, whose syntax is
` ::“ 0 | px, yqt | pν xq ` | `N ` | `` ` | fpxq
The term 0 is the empty type; px, yqt specifies a dependency between the name x
and the name y that has been created by (the thread) t. The operation pν xq `
creates a new name x whose scope is the type `; the operations `N `1 and `` `1
define the conjunction and disjunction of the dependencies in ` and `1, respectively.
The operators ` and N are associative and commutative. The term fpxq defines
the invocation of f with arguments x. The argument sequence x has always at
least two elements in our case: the first element is the thread that performed the
invocation, the second element is the last object whose lock has been acquired
by it.




, where L is a finite set of function definitions
fpxq “ `f
with `f being the body of f, and ` is the main lam. We always assume that




f has no ν-binder. Similarly for `. The function buildTable
in the Introduction is an example of a lam function.
The semantics of lams is very simple: it amounts to unfolding function
invocations. Let a lam context, noted Lr s, be a term derived by the following
syntax:
Lr s ::“ r s | `NLr s | `` Lr s
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As usual Lr`s is the lam where the hole of Lr s is replaced by `. We remark
that, according to the syntax, lam contexts have no ν-binder. The operational
semantics of a program
`
L , pν xq `
˘
is a transition system where states are lams,
the transition relation is the least one satisfying the rule
(Red)





and the initial state is the lam `. We write ÝÑ˚ for the reflexive and transitive
closure of ÝÑ.
For example, if fpt, xq “ pν s, zq ppx, zqtNfps, zqq then fpt, xq ÝÑ px, z1qtNfpt1, z1q,
where t1 and z1 are fresh names. By continuing the evaluation of fpt, xq, the reader
may observe that (i) every invocation creates new fresh names and (ii) the eval-
uation does not terminate because f is recursive. These two points imply that a
lam model may have infinite states, which makes any analysis nontrivial.
Flattening and circularities. Lams represent elements of the set PpPpA ˆA ˆ
A Y tX, ‚uqq. This property is displayed by the following flattening function. Let
L be a set of function definitions and let Ip¨q, called flattening, be a function
on lams that (1) maps function name f defined in L to elements of PpPpA ˆ
A ˆA Y tX, ‚uqq and (2) is defined on lams as follows
Ip0q “ tHu, Ippx, yqtq “ ttpx, yqtuu, Ip`N`1q “ Ip`qNIp`1q,




Ipfpuqq “ Ipfqtu{xu (where x are the formal parameters of f).
Let IK be the map such that, for every f defined in L , IKpfq “ t∅u. For example,
let buildTable be the function in the Introduction and let
IpbuildTableq “ ttpy, xqtuu ` “ buildTablept, x, yqNpx, yqs ` px, yqs.
Then Ip`q “
 











has a circularity if there is ` ÝÑ˚ `1 and `1 has a circularity.
For example the above lam ` has a circularity because
buildTablept, x, yqNpx, yqs ` px, yqs
ÝÑ ppy, xqt ` px, zqsNbuildTablept, z, yqqNpx, yqs ` px, yqs
“ `1
and IKp`1q has a circularity.
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Fixpoint definition of the interpretation function. Our algorithm relies on the
computation of lam functions’ interpretation, which is done by a standard fixpoint
technique.
Let L be the set fipxiq “ pν ziq `i, with i P 1..n. Let A “
Ť
iP1..n xi




. We use the domain
´
PpPpAY tκu ˆAY tκu ˆAY tX, ‚uqq, Ď
¯
which is a finite lattice [5].
Definition 3. Let fipxiq “ pν ziq `i, with i P 1..n, be the function definitions
in L . The family of flattening functions I
pkq
L : tf1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fnu ÑPpPpAY tκu ˆ
AY tκu ˆAY tX, ‚uqq is defined as follows
I
p0q
L pfiq “ tHu I
pk`1q
L pfiq “ tproj
zi
xi






“ tpu, vqt | pu, vqt P R and u, v P x and t P xY tXuu
Y tpκ,κqX | pu, uqX P R and u R xu
Y tpu, vq‚ | pu, vqt P R and u, v P x and t P zu
We notice that I
p0q
L is the function I
K. Let us analyze the definition of I
pk`1q
L pfiq
and, in particular, the function proj:
– first of all, notice that proj applies to the transitive closures of relations,
which may have names in A, zi, X, ‚ and κ;
– the transitive closure operation is crucial because a circularity may fol-
low with the key contribution of fresh names. For instance the model
of fpxq “ pν t, t1, zq px, zqt N pz, xqt1 is ttpx, xqXuu; the model of gpq “
pν t, t1, x, yq px, yqt N py, xqt1 is t tpκ,κqXu u (this is the reason why we use
the name κ);
– every dependency pu, vqt P proj
z
xpRq is such that u, v P x, except for pκ,κqX.
For example, if f1px, yq “ pν s, zq ppx, yqs N px, zqsq then, if we invoke f1pu, vq
we obtain pu, vqt1 N pu, z1qt1 , where t1 and z1 are fresh object names. This
lam may be simplified because, being z1 fresh and unknown elsewhere, the
dependency pu, z1qt1 will never be involved in a circularity. For example, if
we have ` “ pv, uqt N f1pu, vq then we may safely reason on `1-simplified
pu, vqt N pu, vqt1 . For this reason we drop the dependencies containing fresh
names after their contribution to the transitive closure has been computed ;
– the same argument does not apply to names used as threads. For example,
in the above `1-simplified lam we cannot drop pu, vqt1 because t
1 is fresh. In
fact, the context pv, uqt N pu, vqt1 gives a circularity. Therefore, dependencies
whose thread names are fresh must be handled in a different way. We take a
simple solution: these dependencies all have ‚ as thread name. That is, we
assume that they are all generated by the contribution of different threads.
For example, g1px, yq “ pν tq px, yqt. Then, I
p1q
L pg
1q “ t tpx, yq‚u u.
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Example 1. The flattening functions of buildTable are
I
p0q
L pbuildTableq “ tHu
I
p1q
L pbuildTableq “ t tpy, xqtu u




L pgq “ tHu
I
p1q
L pgq “ t tpx, yq‚u u
I
p2q
L pgq “ t tpx, yq‚, py, zq‚, px, zqXu u
Proposition 1. Let fpxq “ pν zq `f P L .
1. For every k, I
pkq
L pfq PPpPppxY tκuq ˆ pxY tκuq ˆ pxY tX, ‚uqqq.
2. For every k, I
pkq
L pfq Ť I
pk`1q
L pfq, where z
1 are fresh.
Proof. (1) follows by definition. As regards (2), we observe that Ip`q is monotonic
on I: for every f, Ipfq Ť I 1pfq implies Ip`q Ť I 1p`q, which can be demonstrated






Since, for every k, I
pkq
L pfiq ranges over a finite lattice, by the fixpoint theory [5],
there exists m such that I
pmq




L where « is
the equivalence relation induced by Ť. In the following, we let IL , called the
interpretation function (of a lam), be the least fixpoint I
pmq
L . In Example 1, I
p1q
L
is the fixpoint of buildTable and I
p2q
L is the fixpoint of g .
Proposition 2. Let L be a lam context, ` be a lam, and Ip¨q be a flattening.
Then we have:






be a lam program, fpxq “ pν zq `f P L and R P Ip`ftz
1
{zuq with





Proof. Property 1 follows from the definitions. To see 2, we use a straightforward
induction on L. We analyze the basic case L “ r s: the general case follows by
induction. Let R P Ip`ftz
1
{zuq such that IpRtu{xuq has a circularity. There are
two cases:
– pv, vqX P R
`. By definition of projzxpR




v R z1, or pκ,κqX P projzxpR`q, otherwise. In this case the statement 2 follows
immediately.
– pv, vqX P Rtu{xu
`. By definition of transitive closure Rtu{xu
` “ pR`qtu{xu.
Then there is a dependency px1, x2qX P R
` such that px1, x2qXtu{xu “ pv, vqX.

















u1{xi1us ¨ ¨ ¨ r`imt
z1m{zimut
um{ximus





u1{xi1us ¨ ¨ ¨ r`imt
z1m{zimut
um{ximusq has a circularity then
I
pk`1q
L pLrfi1pu1qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rfimpumqsq has also a circularity.





u1{xi1us ¨ ¨ ¨ r`imt
z1m{zimut
um{ximusq





uj{xijuq with 1 ď j ď m such that I
pkqpLrR1s ¨ ¨ ¨ rRmsq has
























and since L has no function invocation, we derive that I
pk`1q
L pLrfi1pu1qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rfimpumqsq
has also a circularity. [\
Unlike [10, 14], Lemma 1 is strict in our case, for every k. For example, consider
hpx, y, zq “ pν tq px, yqt N py, zqt .
Then, when k ě 1, I
pkq
L phq “ t tpx, yq‚, py, zq‚u u. Notice that I
pkq
L phpx, y, xqq “
t tpx, yq‚, py, xq‚u u, which has a circularity – see Definition 1. However
I
pkq
L ppx, yqt N py, xqtq “ t tpx, yqt, py, xqt, px, xqtu u





be a lam program and ` ÝÑ˚ `1. If IL p`
1q has a circu-




has no circularity if
IL p`q has no circularity.
Proof. Let `1 have a circularity. Hence, by definition, IKp`1q has a circularity and,
since IKp`1q “ I
p0q
L p`
1q, by Proposition 1(2) I
p0q
L p`
1q Ť IL p`
1q. Therefore IL p`
1q
has also a circularity. Then, by Lemma 1, since IL is the fixpoint interpretation
function, IL p`q has also a circularity. [\
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Our algorithm for verifying that a lam will never manifest a circularity consists
of computing IL pfq, for every f, and IL p`q, where ` is the main lam. As discussed
in this section, IL pfq uses a saturation technique on names based on a powerset
construction. Hence it has a computational complexity that is exponential on
the number of names. We remind that the names we consider are the arguments
of lam functions (that corresponds to methods’ arguments), which are usually
not so many. In fact, this algorithm is quite efficient in practice [9].
3 The language and its semantics
In the rest of the paper, we use lams to define an analysis technique for a
simple programming model of concurrent object-oriented languages (the basic
operations of thread creation and synchronization used in Java and C# may be
easily recognized). In this section we first define the model, give a description
of how deadlock may be identified, and discuss few examples. The next section
defines the type system associating lams to the programs.
Our model has two disjoint countable sets of names: there are integer and
object names, ranged over by x, y, z, t, s, ¨ ¨ ¨ , and method names, ranged over




, where D is a finite set of method
name definitions Apx; yq “ PA, with x; y and PA respectively being the formal
parameters and the body of A, and P is the main process.
The syntax of processes P and expressions e is defined below
P ::“ 0 | pν xq P | pν P q P | if e then P else P | Apx; yq
| syncpxqt P u. P
e ::“ x | v | e op e
A process can be the inert process 0, or a restriction pν xq P that behaves like P
except that the external environment cannot access to the object x, or the spawn
pν Qq P of a new thread Q by a process P , or a conditional if e then P else Q
that evaluates e and behaves either like P or like Q depending on whether
the value is ‰ 0 (true) or “ 0 (false), or an invocation Apx; yq of the process
corresponding to A. In the invocation, a semicolon separates the arguments that
are objects from those that are integers. The last process is syncpxqt P u. Q
that executes P with exclusive access to x and then performs Q. An expression e
can be a name x, an integer value v, or a generic binary operation on integers
v op v1, where op ranges over a set including the usual operators like `, ď,
etc. Integer expressions without names (constant expressions) may be evaluated
to an integer value (the definition of the evaluation of constant expressions is
omitted). Let rress be the evaluation of a constant expression e (rress is undefined
when the integer expression e contains integer names). Let also rrxss “ x when x
is a non-integer name. We always shorten syncpxqt P u. 0 into syncpxqt P u.
In order to define the operational semantics, we use terms P ::“ P | P
x
‚ P that
are called threads. The term P
x
‚ P corresponds to a thread that is performing P




‚) and the continuation P may start. The thread P is reentrant
on x when
x
‚ occurs at least twice in P.
States, ranged over by T , are multisets of threads, written P1 | ¨ ¨ ¨ | Pn and
sometime shortened into
ś
iP1..n Pi. We write x P P if P contains
x
‚; we write
x P T if there is P P T such that x P P.
Definition 4. The structural equivalence ” on threads is the least congruence
containing alpha-conversion of bound names, commutativity and associativity of
| with identity 0, closed under the rule:
ppν xq Pq | T ” pν xq pP | T q x R varpT q .




is a transition system where
the initial state is P , and the transition relation ÝÑD is the least one closed
under the rules (the notation P[
x






‚ P | T ÝÑD P | T
(NewO)
z fresh
pν xq P | T ÝÑD Ptz{xu | T
(NewT)
pν P q P | T ÝÑD P | P | T
(IfT)
rress ‰ 0
if e then P else P 1[
x
‚ P] | T
ÝÑD P[
x
‚ P] | T
(IfF)
rress “ 0
if e then P else P 1[
x




‚ P] | T
(Call)
rress “ v Apy; zq “ P P D
Apu; eq[
x
‚ P] | T ÝÑD P tu; v{y, zu[
x
‚ P] | T
(Sync)
x R T
syncpxqt P u. P | T ÝÑD P
x
‚ P | T
(Cong)
T 11 ÝÑD T
1
2




We often omit the subscript of ÝÑD when it is clear from the context. We
write ÝÑ˚ for the reflexive and transitive closure of ÝÑ.




is deadlock-free if the
following condition holds:
whenever P ÝÑ˚ T and T ” pν x1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pν xnq psyncpxqt P 1 u. P | T 1q
then there exists T 2 such that T ÝÑ T 2 .
Example 2. We select three processes and discuss their behaviours, highlighting
whether they deadlock or not:
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– pν syncpxqt syncpyqt 0 u uq syncpxqt syncpyqt 0 u u. This process spawns
a thread that acquire the locks of x and y in the same order of the main
thread: no deadlock will ever occur.
– On the contrary, the process pν syncpyqt syncpxqt 0 u uq syncpxqt syncpyqt 0 u u
spawns a thread acquiring the locks in reverse order. This is a computation
giving a deadlock:
pν syncpyqt syncpxqt 0 u uq syncpxqt syncpyqt 0 u u
ÝÑ syncpyqt syncpxqt 0 u u | syncpxqt syncpyqt 0 u u
ÝÑ syncpxqt 0 u
y
‚ 0 | syncpxqt syncpyqt 0 u u
ÝÑ syncpxqt 0 u
y
‚ 0 | syncpyqt 0 u
x
‚ 0
– The following method
Apx, y;nq “ if pn “ 0q then pν syncpyqt syncpxqt 0 u uq syncpyqt 0 u
else syncpxqt Apx, y;n´ 1q u
performs n-nested synchronizations on x (reentrancy) and then spawns a
thread acquiring the locks y, x in this order, while the main thread acquire
the lock y. This method deadlocks for every n ě 1, however it never deadlocks
when n ď 0.
4 Static semantics
Environments, ranged over by Γ , contain the types of objects, e.g. x : C (we
assume objects have all the same class C), the type of integer variables e.g. x : int,
and the types of process names, e.g. A : rC; ints. Types C and int are ranged
over by T. Let dompΓ q be the domain of Γ and let





T if y “ x
Γ pxq otherwise
– Γ ` Γ 1, when x P dompΓ q X dompΓ 1q implies Γ pxq “ Γ 1pxq:






Γ pxq if x P dompΓ q
Γ 1pxq if x P dompΓ 1q
undefined otherwise
We also use sequences σ of (object) names that record the nesting of synchro-
nizations. Let px1 ¨ ¨ ¨xnq
t def“ NiP1..n´1pxi, xi`1qt.
The static semantics has two judgments:
– Γ $ e : T – the expression e has type T in Γ ;




Γ ;σ $t 0 : pσq
t
(T-New)
Γ, x:C;σ $t P : `
Γ $t pν xq P : pν xq `
(T-Sync)
Γ ;σ ¨ x $t P : ` Γ ;σ $t P
1 : `1
Γ ;σ $t syncpxqt P u. P
1 : `` `1
(T-If)
Γ $t e : int Γ ;σ $t P : ` Γ ;σ $t P
1 : `1
Γ ;σ $t if e then P else P
1 : `` `1
(T-Par)
Γ ;σ $t P : ` Γ, t
1:C, z1:C; z1 $t1 P
1 : `1
Γ ;σ $t pν P
1
q P : `Npν t1, z1q `1
(T-Call)
Γ pAq “ rC; ints |u| “ |C| Γ $ e : int
Γ ;σ ¨ x $t Apu; eq : fApt, x, uqNpσ ¨ xqt
Expressions:
(T-Int)
Γ $ n : int
(T-Var)
Γ, x : T $ x : T
(T-Op)
Γ $ e : int Γ $ e1 : int
Γ $ e op e1 : int
(T-Seq)
pΓ $ ei : Tiq
iP1..n





iP1..ntAipxi; yiq “ Piu Γ “ pAi : rC; intsq
iP1..n
pΓ, xi:C, yi:int, ti:C, zi:C; zi $ti Pi : `iq
iP1..n Γ, t:C, z:C; z $t P : `
L “
Ť









Fig. 1. The type system (we assume a function name fA for every process name A)
The type system is defined in Figure 1. A few key rules are discussed. Rule
(T-Zero) types the process 0 in a thread t that has locked the objects in σ in
(inverse) order. The lam is the conjunction of dependencies in σ with thread t –
c.f. notation pσqt. Rule (T-Sync) types the critical section P with a sequence of
locks extended with x. The corresponding lam is in disjunction with the lam of
the continuation P 1 because, in P 1 the lock on x has been released. Rule (T-Par)
types a parallel composition of processes by collecting the lams of the components.
Rule (T-Call) types a process name invocation in terms of a (lam) function
invocation and constrains the sequences of object names in the two invocations
to have equal lengths (|u| “ |C|) and the types of expressions to match with the
types in the process declaration. The arguments of the lam function invocation
are extended with the thread name of the caller and the name of the last object
locked by it (and not yet released). In addition we also conjunct the dependencies
pσ ¨ xqt created by the caller.
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Example 3. Let us show the typing of the method buildTable in the Introduction
(the keywords newThread and newObject are replaced by ν). Let
Γ “ buildTable:rC, C, C, C; ints, x:C, y:C, n:int, t:C, u:C
P “ syncpyqtsyncpxqt0uu
Q “ pν syncpxqtsyncpzqt0uuq buildTablept, u, z, y;n´ 1q
Then
Γ, z : C;u ¨ y ¨ x $t 0 : `1 `1 “ pu, yqtNpy, xqt
Γ, z : C;u ¨ y $t syncpxqt0u : `1
Γ, z : C;u $t P : `1
p˚q
Γ, z : C;u $t Q : `2
Γ, z : C;u $t if n “ 0 then P else Q : `1 ` `2
Γ ;u $t pν zq pif n “ 0 then P else Q : pν zq `1 ` `2q




2 and p˚q are the two proof trees
¨ ¨ ¨





Γ, z : C;u $t buildTablept, u, z, y;n´ 1q : `
2
2
(the reader may complete them). After completing the proof tree, one obtains
the lam function
buildTablept, u, x, yq “ pν z, s, vqp pu, yqtNpy, xqt
` pv, xqsNpx, zqs N buildTablept, u, z, yq q
which has an additional argument with respect to the one in the Introduction.
The following theorem states the soundness of our type system.

















Example 4. Let us verify whether the process buildTablepx, x, nq is deadlock-
free. The lam function associated by the type system is detailed in Example 3.
The interpretation function IL pbuildTableq is computed as follows:
I
p0q
L pbuildTableq “ tHu
I
p1q
L pbuildTableq “ t tpu, yqt, py, xqt, pu, xqtu u
I
p2q
L pbuildTableq “ t tpu, yqt, py, xqt, pu, xqtu, tpu, yqtu u .
Since I
p2q
L “ IL , we are reduced to compute I
p2q
L pbuildTablept, u, x, xqq. That is
t tpu, yqt, py, xqt, pu, xqtu, tpu, yqtu utx{yu “ t tpu, xqt, px, xqtu, tpu, xqtu u
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which has no circularity, therefore the process buildTablepx, x, nq is deadlock-
free.
It is interesting to verify whether the process buildTableDpx, x, nq is deadlock-
free, where buildTableD is the method having philosophers with symmetric
strategies:
buildTableD(x,y;n) = (ν z)( if (n=0) then sync(x){ sync(y){ 0 } }
else (ν sync(x){ sync(z){ 0 } })
buildTableD(z,y;n-1)
)
In this case IL pbuildTableDq “ t tpu, xqt, px, yqt, pu, yqtu, tpx, yqX, pu, yqtu u. It
is easy to verify that IL pbuildTableDpt, x, xqq has a circularity, therefore the
process buildTableDpx, x, nq may have (and actually has) a deadlock.
5 Remarks about the analysis technique
The deadlock analysis technique presented in this paper is lightweight because it
is compact, intelligible and theoretically manageable. The technique is also very
powerful because we can successfully verify processes like buildTable and its
variant where every philosopher has a symmetric strategy. However, there are
processes for which our technique of collecting dependencies is too rough (and
we get false positives).
One example is
pν syncpxqt syncpzqt syncpyqt 0 u u uq syncpxqt syncpyqt syncpzqt 0 u u u .
This process has two threads: the first one locks x and then z and y in order; the
second one locks x and then grabs y and z in order. Since the two threads initially
compete on the object x, they will be executed in sequence and no deadlock will
ever occur. However, if we compute the dependencies, we obtain
px ¨ z ¨ yqt N px ¨ y ¨ zqs
that is equal to ppx, zqtNpz, yqtq N ppx, yqsNpy, zqsq where the reader may easily
recognize the circularity pz, yqtNpy, zqs. This inaccuracy follows by the fact that
our technique does not record the dependencies between threads and their state
(of locks) when the spawns occur: this is the price we pay to simplicity. In [9] we
overcome this issue by associating line codes to symbolic names and dependencies.
Then, when a circularity is found, we can exhibit an abstract witness computation
that, at least in the simple cases as the above one, can be used to manually verify
whether the circularity is a false positive or not.
Another problematic process is Apx, y, nq in Example 2(3). This process never
deadlocks when n ď 0. However, since our technique drops integer values, it
always return a circularity (this is a correct result when n ą 0 and it is false
positive otherwise). To cope with these cases, it suffices to complement our
analysis with standard techniques of data-flow analysis and abstract evaluation
of expressions.
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6 Related works and Conclusions
In this paper we have defined a simple technique for detecting deadlocks in
object-oriented programs. This technique uses an extension of the lam model in
order to cope with reentrant locks, a standard feature of object-oriented programs.
We have defined an algorithm for verifying the absence of circularities in lams
and we have applied this model to a simple concurrent object-oriented calculus.
This work is intended to serve as a core system for studying the consequences of
extensions and variations.
The lam model has been introduced and studied for detecting deadlocks of
an object-oriented language with futures (and no lock and lock reentrancy) [11],
but the extension discussed in this paper is new as well as the algorithm for the
circularity of lams. We have prototyped this algorithm in JaDA, where we use it
for the deadlock analysis of Java bytecode [9]. The paper [15], reports an initial
assessment of JaDA with respect to other tools (it also contains a (very) informal
description of the algorithm). As we discussed in the Introduction, the model
has been also applied to process calculi [10, 14].
Several techniques have been developed for the deadlock detection of con-
current object-oriented languages. The technique [2] uses a data-flow analysis
that constructs an execution flow graph and searches for cycles within this graph.
Some heuristics are used to remove likely false positives. No alias analysis to re-
solve object identity across method calls is attempted. This analysis is performed
in [6, 18], which can detect reentrance on restricted cases, such as when lock
expressions concern local variables (the reentrance of formal parameters, as in
buildTable (x,x;0) is not detected). The technique in [3] and its refinement [6]
use a theory that is based on monitors. Therefore the technique is a runtime
technique that tags each segment of the program reached by the execution flow
and specifies the exact order of lock acquisitions. Thereafter, these segments are
analyzed for detecting potential deadlocks that might occur because of different
scheduler choices (than the current one). This kind of technique is partial because
one might overlook sensible patterns of methods’ arguments (cf. buildTable , for
instance). A powerful static techniques that is based on abstract interpretation
is SACO [8]. SACO has been developed for ABS, an object-oriented language with a
concurrent model different from Java. A comparison between SACO and a tool
using a technique similar to the one in this paper can be found in [11].
Our future work includes the analysis of concurrent features of object-oriented
calculi that have not been studied yet. A relevant one is thread coordination,
which is usually expressed by the methods wait and notify (and notifyAll).
These methods modify the scheduling of processes: the thread executing waitpxq
is suspended, and the corresponding lock on x is released; the thread executing
notifypxq wakes up one thread suspended on x, which will attempt again to
grab x. A simple deadlock in programs with wait and notify is when the wait
operation is either mismatched or happens-after the matching notification. For
this reason we are currently analysing Petri Nets techniques that complement
our extended lam model with happen-before informations, in the same way as we
did for process calculi.
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